
NAPIER INTERMEDIATE





INNOVATIVE
TEACHING & LEARNING

‘Whānau/Parent partnership
is highly valued and
actively fostered’

Our school has a rich history of quality education. For 
nearly 80 years Napier Intermediate has given families
a solid foundation on which to build their children’s 
passion for a life of learning. We are one of the oldest 
intermediate schools in New Zealand but we are also 
clearly focussed on the future, with an up-to-date, 
relevant approach to teaching that opens up a whole 
world of opportunities for our students. Students are at 
the  centre at Napier Intermediate

Wendy Gray ~ Principal



INSPIRED TO LEARN
Dynamic learning is a feature of Napier Intermediate. Our students are engaged on a number of levels to 
set and reach their own goals, in and outside the classroom. Our staff utilise integrated ways of teaching, 
inspiring their students to explore their own ideas in an ever-changing world.

ACADEMIC
Spanish / Japanese / French / German / Te Reo / Book Club / Mathletics / Technology Challenge / Future Problem Solving / Otago Problem Solving / 
Speech Comeptitions / Schools Camps / ICAS Exams / Information and Communication Technology / Technology - Hard Materials / Soft Materials 
and Food / Science Fair / Debating / Literature Competitions / Extension - Enrichment Programmes



INVOLVING
WHĀNAU/FAMILIES
We warmly encourage hands-on participation from our 
parents. Families are involved in school life and play an active 
part in their children’s educational experience. Families and 
teachers work  side-by-side to support students to reach 
their goals.

‘Families play an
active part in their children’s

educational experience’



CULTURAL
Kapa Haka / Pasifika / Choir / Orchestra / Music and Art 
Dance / School Production / Cultural Tour / Rock Band 
Instrumental Music Tuition / After School Art

INTO LIFE
Up to date modern facilities mean our students have 
everything they need to focus fully on their learning. Our 
school encourages and celebrates academic, sporting, 
cultural and co-curricular achievements. To build on this 
we also offer extension and support programmes.

INCLUSIVE 
EDUCATION
All students support and encourage each other in an 
inclusive community.



SPORTING & CULTURAL EDUCATION

Rugby / Barefoot 7’s / Volleyball / Beach Rugby / Chess / Netball / 
Hockey / Touch / Rugby / Basketball / Athletics / Gymnastics / 
Cross Country / Softball / Soccer / Triathlon / Rugby League / 
Aquatics / School Camps / Day Trips.

EXTENSION
Extension Te Reo / Environmental Group / Dance / Technology / 
Edible Wearable Art / Wearable Art / Sports Academy / Fabric Craft / 
Art Extension / Literacy Extension / Oral Language Extension / 
Writing Extension / Literature Quiz / Numeracy Extension.

DIVERSE
INTERESTS
Our students enjoy a full range of co-curricular activities to 
support their in-class learning.  From multi-media to rock 
band, from rugby and chess to basketball and athletics, 
from education outside the classroom to extension 
programmes - we are proud of our students’ individual 
successes.



‘Napier Intermediate provides a lot of opportunities to learn. The classroom programmes cater
for our invidual learning needs and we are more in control of our own learning.’

STUDENT

‘I feel informed at all times and the education level is high’
PARENT

‘A sense of belonging and pride is evident, focused on trusting and respectful relationships.
The atmosphere is warm and welcoming.’
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